
Does Uber Pro Work for Drivers?  

We all want to be recognized for our hard work. Whether it was a school project that we put 
hours of research into or a meal we slaved over and cooked to perfection: we take the most 
pride in the things we put the most effort into.  

When it comes to rideshare driving, it doesn’t matter if you do it for a little extra cash or if it’s 
your main source of income: we care about ratings and want to give our customers a good 
experience - and Uber wants us to do the same. That’s why they’ve created Uber Pro. 

What is Uber Pro? 
Introduced in beta 7 months ago and officially rolled out 2 months ago, Uber Pro was created to 
“reward the contributions of our most dedicated driver-partners, on and off the road.” Eligible 
drivers who participate in this program are able to unlock rewards like higher pay and discounts 
on gas & car maintenance as well as decreased wait times for rides at the airport.  

While it sounds quite selfless of the company to incorporate a rewards program like this, we are 
not quick to forget that Uber doesn’t do things just for their drivers, and I expect to see more 
rewards programs like this rolled out as they focus on their goals and need a way to incentivize 
drivers to do what they want us to do. It’s important to note that this program is still in its early 
phases, but I wanted to know how the program works, what these benefits are,  and most 
importantly what other drivers are saying about it.  

Becoming an Uber Pro Driver 

To be eligible for the Uber Pro rewards program, Uber drivers must meet the following 
requirements: 

● Reside in the United States and drive in one of the participating cities (see list below). 
● Maintain at least a 4.85 star driver rating.  
● Have less than a 4% cancellation rate for all rides. 
● Accept at least 85% of all rides. 
● Have a driver partner account. 

Participating cities:  Atlanta, GA; Austin, TX; Dallas, TX; Houston, TX; Baltimore, MD; Las 
Vegas, NV; Nashville, TN; Orange County, CA; Sacramento, CA; San Francisco, CA; 
Philadelphia, PA; Richmond, VA; Salt Lake City, UT; St. Louis, MO and Raleigh-Durham, NC 

Eligible Uber drivers will receive a notification inviting them to participate in the program and, 
upon accepting, the program account will automatically link to your driver account and you’ll be 
ready to start earning points.  



Once you’re in, you have the ability to earn points by completing specific actions, based on your 
city. Additionally, drivers who complete trips during peak hours (think business rush hours and 
leaving-the-bar-o’clock) will have the ability to earn more points for each trip. 

● Complete an Uber rideshare trip: earn 1 point, peak hours earn 3-5 points. 
● Complete an Uber Eats trip: earn 1 point, peak hours earn 3-5 points.  

Dangling that elite status in front of our faces, Uber Pro is offered in tiers ranging from partner to 
diamond, dependant on your points earned. Points are earned within program periods of 3 
month windows, with all drivers starting as a partner and moving their way up as they earn 
points: 

Partner 
All eligible drivers in all participating cities begin at the partner status once they’ve met the Uber 
Pro requirements. Once your in, this is where you’ll stay until you earn enough points to go to 
the next level. 

Gold 
To make it to gold, point requirements range dependant on the city you are driving for. This 
ranges widely from a minimum of 200 in places like Detroit and Orlando to a minimum of 1500 
in New York City. 

Platinum 
Platinum status earning is similar to gold with higher point requirements, ranging from a 
minimum of 500 points in places like Detroit and Orlando and a minimum of 2500 in New York 
City.  

Diamond 
Started as a partner, now we here. Diamond is the highest tier of the program with the highest 
point requirements.  Points earned range from 1000 in places like Detroit and Orlando to 3500 
in places like New York City.  

Sounds like a lot of points, huh? That’s fine, you average about 100 trips a month, so in 10 
months you can reach diamond status, right? 

Wrong. While you can climb into a new tier by reaching a goal within a program period, points 
expire at the end of each program term, so your status is based only on what you earn in that 3 
month period. Your end-of-program number of points will determine your status for the next 
program, and you will maintain that status as long as you keep your quality standards (star 
rating, acceptance & cancellation rates) in check.  

Sounds like a lot of work… what do we get?  
Racking up 3500 points is no easy feat, but with some of the rewards Uber is offering for certain 
tiers, you’ll want to hit the road immediately. Keep in mind that Uber has created this program to 
get drivers to do what they want them to do, and each of these rewards come at a price, such 
as long hours and high quotas to fill! 



Cashback on Gas Card 
Eligibility: All Uber Pro tiers 

Any Uber driver won’t hesitate to tell you that apart from car maintenance, gas is one of their 
greatest expenses. So Uber is offering drivers in all tiers a Visa Debit Card that will give them 
3.%5 - 6.5% cashback on their gas purchases at select stations, dependant on their tier.  

What are drivers saying?  

ASU Tuition Coverage 
Eligibility: Gold, Platinum, or Diamond who have completed 3,000 lifetime Uber trips. 

In a time where almost every recent college grad have some type of student loan, Uber is smart 
to come to the rescue and offer tuition coverage. Yes, you read that right: tuition coverage for 
online courses at Arizona State University.  

Eligible drivers who’d like to take advantage of this benefit will need to submit an application to 
ASU and FAFSA, and be accepted to the school while maintaining their Uber Pro tier. 
Participants will be able to take courses working towards a bachelor degree (up to 135 credit 
hours) or continued education programs (up to $3000 in course expenses) and have the ability 
to transfer the reward benefit to a family member up to 2 times. While tuition and course fees 
are covered, this type of income is still taxable and things like textbooks are not included.  

What are Drivers saying? @wasnotwas says: 

 

CarAdvise Maintenance & Repairs 
Eligibility: All Uber Pro tiers, must have completed at least 25 lifetime trips and signed up for 
CarAdvise. 

Hitting that 3,000 mile mark comes a lot quicker when you’re driving for Uber, and oil change 
fees can add up quickly. Uber partnered with CarAdvise to offer drivers an average of 25% off 
select services at participating auto shops. And, once you make it to the diamond tier, you can 
unlock further CarAdvise rewards like dent removal.  

What are drivers saying?  

Roadside Assistance 
Eligibility: Gold, Platinum, or Diamond tier and signed up for urgent.ly.  
No one likes to break down, especially if you’re in the middle of a rideshare trip. Eligible drivers 
can now get roadside assistance included for free up to 4 times per year and towing up to 25 
miles. 

What are drivers saying?  

https://uberpeople.net/threads/uberpro-tuition-arizona-state-u-must-read.333093/


Airport Priority 
Eligibility: Diamond tier drivers 
While the other benefits like tuition reimbursement are eye-catching, airport priority is probably 
the one will that will rideshare drivers eyes light up. You may have heard of rematch, which 
allows drivers with quick rides from the airport to come back and pick up another passenger 
without the wait. While rematch is open to Uber drivers in general, it is only good for one return 
trip, then it’s back to the queue you go. 

That’s why Uber is offering this elite reward of skipping the line of other drivers at participating 
airports. No more waiting around in parking areas, or circling the same terminal over and over.  

What are drivers saying?  

Trip Duration and Trip Detection 
Eligibility: Gold, Platinum, and Diamond tier drivers who have maintained an acceptance rate of 
85% for 30 days - participating cities only. 

Drivers who have unlocked this reward are now able to see the details of a trip before accepting 
it. While this is great to understand, keep in mind that to maintain pro status, drivers must keep 
an acceptance rate of 85% or higher. Very sneaky, Uber - but at least you’ll be able to 
selectively turn down a few rides that aren’t worth your while. 

What are drivers saying? 

 

Earnings Reward  
Eligibility: Platinum and Diamond Uber Pro drivers - participating cities only. 

Earning extra cash? Now we’re talking. The earnings reward allows drivers to earn extra money 
for completing flat fare trips. Platinum drivers will receive an extra 3% while Diamond drivers will 
receive an extra 6%.   

What are drivers saying?  

So… is Uber Pro worth it? 
While each reward sounds great at the surface, keep in mind that this program is designed to 
benefit Uber more than the drivers. Increased acceptance rates and decreased cancellation 
rates are two areas they’re looking to improve, and the fact that drivers need to maintain specific 
rates for each to be an Uber Pro driver is a perfect example of this incentivization.  



While some drivers seem excited about benefits like tuition reimbursement and airport priority, 
others think the program is turning drivers into ‘marching ants’ who must work ridiculous hours 
to maintain their status.  

One thought seems unanimous, though: 
@LiveNLearn says: 

 

Have you tried Uber Pro? What did you like/dislike about the rewards system? Share with us in 
the comments below!

https://uberpeople.net/threads/%25F0%259F%2590%259C-%25F0%259F%2590%259C-%25F0%259F%2590%259C-uber-pro.326174/page-2

